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ProwlerTM - WP3 has a 2.8” blade and full sized handle making it very useful for
caping and close work. Ideal for detailed skinning work or where a strong cut is needed.

StrikerTM  - WP4 Excellent for hunting or skinning and easy to handle. Great for large
sized game dressing. 3.5” razor sharp blade.

FangTM - WP5 Sized for most outdoor and hunting purposes. This is a very balanced
design for universal application. Blade 4.7”.

TrackerTM - WP6 Features 5.7” blade. More cutting edge for those who like a long
blade to use for most tasks. Great for foresting and camping.

SlasherTM - WP7 is the muscle of the
Wolf PackTM. It’s large 7” razor sharp blade gets
the big jobs done with ease.

Jouni Folder - FJ1 &  Big
Jouni Folder - FJ2 When Jouni
designed these knives he
envisioned knives of quality
comparable to many custom made
knives. Both of the knives have a
handsome cocobolo and ivory
micarta handle with a razor sharp
liner locking blade of 2.5” AUS-8
(FJ1) and 3.25” VG-10  (FJ2)
stainless steel.

Millennium Folders are
liner lock knives with lightweight
carbon fiber handles and T9
stainless teflon coated blades.
These folders come with clips.
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Ranger Puukko - JPM95 is designed,
built for and used by the armed forces. The razor
sharp forged carbon Teflon coated blade is 5mm
thick and flat ground all the way to the edge.
Easy to carry securely in the sheath, even for
upside down carry.  Handle in composite rubber
material, designed for a secure grip. The rotating
rubber roll locks the knife in the sheath and can
be removed with one hand.

You can choose a composite or leather
sheath for your knife.
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